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Abstract
In this work we prove bounded dissipativeness for some parabolic problems in frac-

tional power spaces which are embedded in L°°. We do this under very few hypotheses
on the nonlinearity. These hypotheses are natural and easy to verify in many appli-
cations. The bounded dissipativeness provides the existence of global attractors. The
tolls employed are an enhanced theory of invariant regions for systems of parabolic
partial differential equations, the notion of contracting sets and the variation of con-
stants formula Several examples are considered to emphasize the applicability of these
techniques.

1. Introduction

Consider the parabolic problem

%UT=DAu+f(u) in Q

(1)

%=0 in 89
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where Q is a bounded smooth open set in R", u 6 R", D is a diagonal matrix with
non-negative entries and f : IR" —> IR” is a locally Lipschitz function.

Let X = L2(Q,]R") and define the fractional power spaces X ° associated to the Lapla-
cian with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions.

Let A be the linear operator defined by

D(A) = {¢ e mam") : 35 = o in an}

AqS = —A¢, VdJ E D(.4)

Then, the linear semigroup e‘At generated by —A satisfies the following estimates

lle'A‘uollxo S Mlluollxo, tZ 0,
(3)

IIe‘A‘UoIIXo S Mi‘°l|uo||x, t> 0,

for some M 2 1.

In recent years there have been many authors dealing with the existence of a global
attractor for such problems. Some chose to work in the natural energy spaces H 101,111")
(see, for example, Marion [1987], Hale [1989], Hale and Range] [1991], Carvalho and Pereira
[1991] and Carvalho and Oliveira [1992] and Carvalho [1992]). That choice lead to restrictions
in the class of nonlinearities in consideration since the problem had to be locally well posed.
These restrictions are limitations on the growth of the nonlinearity which are related to
Soholev embeddings. On the other hand, these energy spaces enjoy a natural concept of
dissipation, which would make the proof of existence of a global attractor much simpler.

Some authors worked in fractional powers spaces which are embedded in L°° (see, for
example, Hale [1986], Fusco [1987], Hale and Rocha [1987a,b], Hale and Salmmoto [1989]
and Carvalho and Hale [1991]). These spaces have the advantage that no growth condition
is required for local existence of solutions of (1). However, there were no concept of global
dissipation available in such spaces. In Hale [1986], a local concept of dissipation would come
from large diffusivity.

In Marion [1989] the question of existence of global attractors in H 1(Q,1R" ) is considered
for nonlinearities with polynomial growth (see also, Hale [1989], Hale and Range] [1991],
Carvalho and Pereira [1991] and Carvalho and Oliveira [1992] and Carvalho [1992]) . For the
case when the system has an invariant region, Marion [1989] considers the existence of local
attractors; that is, only those functions whose image is contained in the invariant region are
taken into account.

In Hale [1986] (see also Hale and Rocha [1987a,b] and Hale and Sakamoto [1989]), the
existence of local attractors in X°, 0 > %, is proved regardless of the existence of an invariant
region but assuming that the problem (6) has a global attractor and only for large diffusion
coefficients.

In Carvalho and Ruas-Filho [1993], we described a global concept of dissipation for such
fractional power spaces. The question of global dissipation in X °‘ spaces is addressed for the
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case when I satisfies the dissipativeness condition

limsupws—6<O, ISiSN (4)
lwI-wo “i

and the symmetry condition

6.- 6 '

—f-(")=-£(U), mm (5)
3a,- 311.-

The condition (4) seems quite reasonable but the condition (5) does not seem at all
necessary,

Indeed, such condition, rules out important problems such as the Fitzhugh-Nagumo equa—
tions and the Hodgkin-Huxley Equations.

Therefore, we have only been able to prove the existence of global attractors for systems
with gradient structure. We use the invariance theory, keeping a link with the energy spaces.

Our aim in this paper is to eliminate that link and prove the existence of global attractors
for systems of reaction diffusion equations which are not gradient such as the Hodgkin-Huxley
equations, the Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations and many other models of applied sciences.

We now proceed to describe the results in more detail. Consider the ordinary differential
equation

it = [(u) (6)

where u = (u1,- - - ,uN) 6 IR" and f : IR“ —9 IRN is locally Lipschitz continuous function
such that there are positive constants M1, - - - , MN with

ui fi(u) < 03 luil > Mb 15 i S N (7)

Under these hypothesis, the problem (6) has a global attractor in IR“; that is, there is a
compact invariant connected set A0 which attracts bounded subsets of IR“.

We assume throughout this paper that a > max{%, 11} if n = 2,3 and o 2 15 if n = 1. In
this case, X" C L°°(Q,IR“) (see, for example, Henry[1981]).

If the diffusion is taken into account in (6) we expect that it still has a global attractor;
that is (1) ha a global attractor AD if f satisfies (7). Actually, we expect that AD strongly
resembles A0 is some sence. We would like to say that whenever u 6 AD, we have that

u(x) 6 A0 V: e n. (8)

Even though we have not been able to prove this assertion in this general context we prove
this result in some cases and conjecture that it is true in general.

The condition (7) is not the most general situation that we can consider but it has many
applications and it is more suitable to introduce the results.
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The condition (5) is imposed by Carvalho and Ruas-Filho [1993] due to the fact that they
employ some energy function and the invariance principle to obtain point dissipativeness,
mantainig a link with the energy spaces through the energy functionals.

In this paper, we work directly with the equations to obtain point dissipativeness and
do not need the symmetry condition (5), eliminating completely the link with the energy
spaces.

In Section 2 we consider the question of local existence for some parabolic problems that

are posed in ocomolete metric subspace of a fractional power loom. lo Section 3 we prove
that under the above hypothesis, the problem (I) has a global attractor. In Section 4 we
consider several applications to mathematical models in chemistry. physics and biology. In
Section 5 we introduce the notion of a diffusion independent attractors and image indepen-
dent attractors giving conditions under which the problem (1) has diffusion independent
attractor or an image independent attractor.

2. Local Existence for Parabolic Problems in Complete
Metric Spaces

Suppose that M is a closed rectangle in IRN , N 2 1; that. is, M = High, where IJ- C IR
is a closed interval (bounded or not). Let f : IR“ —) IR" be a locally lipschitzian function
such that f(u) - n(u) 5 0 for every u 6 3M.

Let Q be a bounded smooth domain in IR", 71 S 3 and D = diag(d1,---,dN), d,- > 0,
l S i S N. Consider the following problem

%=DAu+f(u) $69
(9)

35 = o, a: 6 an,
where n is the outward normal to an at x.

This problem defines a local semigroup in X“. Let Y = {cl 6 X" : ¢(:r) E M, V: E Q}
with the metric inherited from X “. Then, Y is a complete metric space. Our goal is to prove
that any solution of (9) with initial data in Y remains in Y for as long as it exists. To prove
this result we need a few auxiliary lemmas.

Lemma 1 Given 6 > 0, there exists a locally Lipschitz function f: such that

sup Ifz(u) _f(u)|BN < 6 (10)
HEB.“

and f((u) - n(u) < O for all u 6 6M, where n(u) is the outward normal to M at u.

Proof: The construction of ft can be carried on as follows. Consider now a set of N locally
Lipschjtz functions gJ- le“ —> R 1 S j S N such that gj(u) < 0 for u in thej‘h right face of
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M, if this face is defined, and 9,-(u) > 0 for u in the ju‘ left face of M, if this face is defined.
Next, dioose 1] > 0 such that n|g(u)| < ( for any u 6 IR" where g(u) = (g,(u),---,gN(u)).
Define ft := f(u) + ng(u) and the result will follow.

Let ff : X" --» L2(Q,1R“) be the function defined by

ff(¢)(-r) = f¢(¢($))a VI G 9, W G X°- (11)

Then, if {0 = f and fa = f“, the following result holds

Lemma 2 Given e > 0, thene exists 6 > 0, such that

llff(¢) — f‘(¢)lltzm,m) < c (12)

for every 3 < 6.

Proof: Since X" C L°°(Q,IR") we have that,

|ff(¢)($l — f5(¢)(1)| < 5 (13)

and
new — rattan,“ 5 51mm (14)

whenever s < 6 < emflllf.

Corollary 1 There exists a sequence offunctions f; : X" —+ L2(Q,]RN) which are Lipschitz
continuous in bounded subsets of X" and satisfy

“56“; ||f;(¢) — fe(¢)||mm,m“) —’ 0 (15)

as j —-» 00.

Next we consider the problem

23? = DAuJ- + L-(uj) r e 9
a“

(16)

gri- = 0, I E 69,

where n is the outward normal to 09 at x.
Denote by u,-(t,¢) the local solution of (16) with initial data d) E X°. H d) E Y, it follows

from Smoller [1983] that uJ-(t, ¢)(:z) E M, V1: 6 Q and whenever it exists.
We are now in position to state and prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 2 Suppose that d) E Y and suppose that the solution u(t,¢), of (9) with initial
data d, is defined on (O, T] for some T > 0. Then, the solution uj(t,d>) of (16) with initial
data d is defined on [0,T] forj large enough. Furthermore, u(t,¢)(m) E M, for all z: E Q
and for all t 6 [O, T].
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Proof: The first part of this theorem is a standard result in theory of semilinear parabolic
problems and can be found in Henry [1981], for example. We only need to prove that
u(t,d>)(:r) E M, V: E Q and V1 6 [0T]. To do that we use the variation of constants
formula and the fact that X° is embedded in L°°(Q,1R"). Note that

u(t,¢) — um, ¢> = /' e-A‘“) [f'<u<s,¢)> — f;<u,-(s,¢))] a. (17)

Thus,

"new — tawny = [0' Ma — s)‘°||f‘(u(s,¢)) — f§(Uj(3,¢))||m(n.n")d5 (18)

and for j large enough, we have that

was — “j(f,¢)l|L°°(n,lRN) s cKM [fa — s>-°ds =: 6/9, (19)

where K is the embedding constant for X“ C L°°(Q,]RN )
This implies that u(t,¢)(z) is in a 6,8 neighborhood of M for any 5 > 0 and therefore,

since M is closed, it follows that u(t, ¢)(:r) E M for any 1: E 9. This concludes the proof.

3. The Existence of Global Attractors

We are interested in obtaining that the solution operator {T(t), t 2 0] for the parabolic
system (9) is bounded dissipative, where N, D and M are as in Section 2 and f : M —-> IR
is a locally Lipschitz continuous function satisfying (7).

Suppose that R C M is a rectangle which contains every bounded face of M, 20 E R°
and R4 = (zo+t(R— $0)) 0 M, t 2 0, then {R,,t 2 0} covers M. Let pR : M -+ IR+
defined by

pR(u) = inf{t 2 O : u 6 RH] (20)
and define FR : Y --> IR+ by

FRO/J) : sup{pR(w(:r)): : E Q].
.

(21)

Definition 1 A bounded rectangle R C M is contracting for the vector field f(u) in M, if
for every point u which belongs to a (closed) face ofR that is not contained in BM, we have
that f(u).n(u) < 0, where n(u) is the outward normal to R at u.

Theorem 3 Let f(u) be a vector field in M C IR” which vanishes in 3M, and R be a
rectangle in M that contains every bounded face of M. Suppose that u(-,t) e X" is a
solution of (9). UR is such that, for some T > 0, R, is a contracting rectangle for the vector
field flu); then, for any T > O for which FR(u(T)) = T, there exists 1) > 0 such that

mup Faun“ + h» — Faua‘»
11—00 h S —17- (22)
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Proof: Let u =(u1,---,u,,), f = (f,,°--,f,,). if Fn(u(T)) = 'r and R, = H7=,[l,~,r,-], we
have that l.- 5 u,(:r,T) 5 r,, 1 S i 5 N. If u(i,T) 6 all,” then u(§‘,T) is in one of the faces
of R which is not contained in BM, say the right-hand j‘h face 8(R.,); of R4. Since R, is a
contracting rectangle for f, there is an r] > 0 such that for all u G 6(R,);,

1-045, T» ' “(W-f, Tl) < “q,
where n(:'r, T) is the outward-pointing normal at u(i, T) Since u(i, T) is in the right-hand
j‘h face of R1, we have that u,(:r,T) S r_,-, V: with u(:E,T) = r,. Thus, deuj S 0, since
FR(u(-,T) = T. Consequently,

Eat
so that uJ-(i, T+ h) < r, - 7) for small 11. By continuity, this holds for all z in a neighborhood
of 5.

If K = {x : u(:c,T) E 3R,\6M}, then K is compact, and by what we have just shown,
there is an open set U D K such that if 1 G U, and h is small,

= deu, + M“) < —'7,

u(:r, T + h) E R(T_,,;,).

If z¢U, then u(z,T) is interior to R4, so there is a compact set Q C R2, and an ho > 0
such that u(:r.,T + h) E Q if |hl < ho for all 1. Thus, for sufficiently small h, u(:r,T+ h) is
in Elfin” for all I, and so

FR(u(:c, T + h)) 3 ‘r — 20h.

Therefore, for all 1-

FR(u(:r,T + h)) —— FR(u(:c, T))
h S -—2r].

and the rasult is proved.
To prove that there exists a bounded absorbing set for T(t) in X“ we use the variation

of constants formula

t
T(t)uo = e-A<f-‘°>T(to)uo + e-A<‘-'>f(T(s)uo ds, t z to z 0 23

to
)

and the fact that X ° is embedded in L°°(Q,IR" ).
Let R0 = H?=1(—M,-,M,) n M and R, = (1 + T)R0 nM for T 2 0 and assume that the

M,-'s are chosen such that R0 contains every bounded face ofM. Under the hypothesis (7),
it is easy to see that {R, : ‘r 2 0} is an increasing family of contracting rectangles for the
problem (1) and a covering for M.

Let u E X“; then, there exists To > 0 such that u(:z) E Rm for all z E 9. Since Rn, is a
contracting rectangle we have that the solution u(t, -,uo) of (1) with inital data 140, is such
that. u(t,z,u0) E Rm for all z 6 Q, for as long as it exists. Thus, there exists L > 0 such
that ||T(t)uo||0° = ||u(t, ~,uo)||°° S L and
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||T(t)uol|x" s inf-"W + MW% [0 — arms, (24)

where P = supfimo If (s)| Since |]T(t)u0|]xo does not blow up in finite time, it must exist
for all t 2 0.

To prove that T(t) is point dissipative, we observe that for any 6 > 0 there eidsts t, > 0
such that T(i)uo(:r:) E R(, VI 6 Q, Vt _>_ it. This follows from the fact that for any T > 0,
FR,(T(t)uo) 5 -2n for all t > o and for some 17 > 0.

Thus, for t Z t] + l

"Tuneup s Mmfium - muons + < ML Ifll +M P] um
a (25)

1 ._

where L1 = sup,€Rx Isl and P1 = sup,”1 |f(s)|. Since L1 and P1 do not depend on uo we
have that T(t) is point dissipative.

Observe that if B C Y is a bounded set then there exists TB > 0 such that u(.r) 6 R43
VI 6 9 and Vu E B. If L3 = when”? [3] and P3 = “Page”, |f(s)|, we have

MP 9 l _"Tawny s M Lalflli + Ti'a—' (26)

and orbits of bounded subsets of Y are bounded, proving that
Theorem. 4 Suppose that f : IRN —» R“ is a locally Iipschitz continuous function satisfying
(7). Then, the problem (I) has a global attractor AD in X°. Furthermore,

u(:c) 6 R0, v: e 9 Va 6 AD and VD z o. (27)

MlPi K”
—O

4. Applications of Theorem 4

4.1. The Hodgkin-Huxley Equations

Consider the system of weakly coupled parabolic partial differential equations

c%=R’1Au+g(u, v,w z)

%% =e1Av+ gimme) — v)

fig = 62Aw+92(")(h2(ul —w) (28)

g? = 52m + g3(u)(h3(u) - z)

s=s=s=s=o
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where c, R and q, i = 1,2, 3, are positive constants, and g is defined by

g(u,v,w,z) = klvawm — u) + kgz‘(c2 — u) + k3(c3 — u),
C; > C3 > 0 > Cg.

(29)

Furthermore, g.- > 0, l > h.- > 0, i = 1,2,3. In this model the variables v,w,z represent
chemical concentrations, and are thus nonegative, while u denotes eletric potential. The
equations are a mathematical model for physiologin phenomenon of signal tranmission
across axons.

Therefore, the above system is locally well posed in Y = {(u1,u2,u3,u4) e X° :u,-(:i:) 2
0,2 _<_ i 5 4,141 6 in VI 6 Q}. In what follows we prove that. the problem (28) has a
complete set of contracting rectangles and therefore, by the results in Section 3, it has a
global attractor in Y.

Under these hypothesis it is easy to see that the (7) is satisfied for the vector field
F(u7v’u,7 Z) = (g(u,v,w,z),g1(u)(h1(u) _ v)ig2(u)(h2(u) " U),g3(U)(h3(U) _ z))T in E =
{(u1,U2,U3,u4) E lR‘ 111; Z 0, 2 S i S 4, 111 6 R} The constants Ma, 1S i S 4, can be
chosen as follows,

M,- 21,1': 2,3,4 and M1 2 max{c1.|cz|}

It follows from the results in Section 3 that (28) has a global attractor in Y.

4.2. The Fitzhugh-Nagumo Equations

» Consider the equations

%=Au+f(u)—v

% = eAv + an — 7c (30)

s=s=o-
where a, 7 and e are positive constants. The function f has the qualitative form of a cubic
polynomial, for example flu) = —u(u — fl)(u — 1), where 0 < fl < %.

Therefore, the system (30) defines a local dynamical system in X°. If we chose the
rectangles such that they have the shape described in the picture, we can easily verify that
they constitute a complete family of contracting rectangles.
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. figure 1

Therefore, (7) is satisfied and the results in Section 3 imply the existence of a global
attractor for the problem (30) in X °.

4.3. A Problem In Superconductivity of Liquids

Consider the following system of parabolic partial differential equations

% = DAu + (1 — mm,
(31)

611 _a; - 0,

where D is as before. Then, for M,- > 1, 1 S i S N, the condition (7) is satisfied and the
results of Section 2 imply the existence of a global attractor AD for the problem (31).

5. Diffusion Independent Attractors

It is well known that attractors for systems 0 parabolic equations may vary significantly
by changing the difl’usion coefficients (see, for example, Chafee and Infante [1974]). Even
though there are many possible changes in the attractor there is something that remains
unchanged. For example, consider the Chafee and Infante problem

g?- = fun +f(u), z 6 (0,1)

u,(0) = u,(1) = 0.
(32)
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If A, is the global attractor for (32), f(u) = u — us, it was shown in Carvalho and
Ruas-Filho [1993] that,

u(z) 6 [—1,1] (33)

for every u G A” Whatever e 2 0 may be. That is, the attractor for (32) equals the attractor
for (6), in this sence.

In this section, we prove that this is a general fact that is true for a wide class of parabolic
systems.

Definition 2 We eat that B C m" is a diffusion independent invariant set iffor any D Z 0

BD{u(z):z€Q, uEAD}. (34)

We say that B C IR“ is a diffusion independent attractor if it is minimal with the property
(34). We say that B is an image invariant attractor for (I), D 2 0, if the set {u(.r) : z E
0, u 6 AD} does not depend upon D for D 2 0.

Note that the set B defined by (34) coincides with the attractor of (6) for the problem
(32). Therefore it is an image invariant attractor for (32). We may not expect to obtain
image invariant attractors of other type of boundary condition. Thus, for any boundary
condition other then Neumann, we study only the existence of diffusion invariant attractors.

Next we introduce the concept of contracting region for the vector field f (u).
Definition 3 A region C is said a contracting region for the vector field f(u), defined in a
subdomain oflRN containing C, if

f(u) - n(u) < 0, (35)

for all u 6 ac, when: n(u) is the outward normal vector to BC at u.

Assume f : IRN —> IIRN is locally Lispschitz continuous and that Q is a bounded smooth
subset of IR“. Assume also that the problem (6) has a global attractor A0. In what follows
we prove that under these and some additional hypotheses the problem (1) has a family of
invariant regions.

Definition 4 We say that {0,, s > 0} is a complete family of contmcting sets for the vector
field f , if:

c For each 3 > 0 the set 0, is a contmcting set for the vector field f;
o It is an open covering oflR“;

o 0" C 0,2 whenever 51 S 82;

o O,/ U0<9<, 09 = 0, for all s > 0, and
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Theorem 5 Let f : R" —+ IR“ be a locally Lipschitz continuous function. I] the problem
(6) has a global attractor; then, there exists a complete family of contracting sets for flu)
Proof. Since the problem (6) has a global attractor A0 there exists a C 1 function V : IR” —»

IR“ such that

. V(v)=0ifver;
0 a(d(v,A0)) 5 V(v) 5 b(d(v,Ao)) where a(r) is continuous, nondecreasing, a(r) > 0 if

r > 0, a(r) —-> 00 as r —+ co and b(r) is continuous with b(0) = 0;

o Vs(v) S —V(v), for all v 6 IR“.

For any T > 0 define V, = {v 6 IR" :V(v) < T}. We will prove that {VT : T > 0} is a
complete family of contracting sets for the vector field f.

The only property in the definition of a complete family of contracting sets that is not
obvious is the fact that V, is a contracting set itself, for each T > 0. To prove this property,
note that, if co 6 aVT, then VV(vo) := (%(t’o), - - - , £%(vo)) is a normal vector to the 8V,.
Thus,

‘0 '
VV(vo) _

Tf“ IVV(vo)I5 lvvcon
It follows that {V., : T > 0} is a complete family of contracting sets and the result is

proved.

< o. (36)

Definition 5 A smooth function V : IR" —> IR is called an eventually convex function if
there exists M > 0 such that d2V(u)(r7,17) 2 O, for every u, r] 6 IR", ”ul' 2 M.

Theorem 6 Let V : IRN —+ IR be an eventually convex function sucn that V(u) —) 00 when
”u” —> co and define VT = {v 6 IRN :V(v) < T}. Assume that b = ma¥{V(u) : "u” = M,
{VT : T > b} is a complete family of contracting sets for the vectorfield f and VV(u) 76 0 for
uévb. Then, there exists a global attractor AD for (1) in X“. Furthermore, u(x) E B = if},

for every x 6 Q and for every 11 6 AD and (I) has a diffusion independent attractor.

Proof: Let u(-,t) E X“ be a solution of (1). Let t > 0 fixed and To such that u(x,t) e V,
V a: E 9, V T > To and To is the smallest number with this property. Then

airmen» =Wow» - gum) = Wow» - DAu(z,t) +wow» - f(u(z,t))
(37)

Note that, if u(x,t) E 6le then VV(u(:I-,t)) is orthogonal to aVfl, at u(i, t), since aVfl, is
a level surface for V. Thus, whenever u(i, t) E 6Vm we have that there exists a 1) depending
only on To such that

VV(“(5J)) ' f(u(5,t)) < -'7 (38)
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Also

0 2 DAV(u(:i,t)) = DJ’V(u(i‘,t))(Vu(i,t),Vu(i,t)) + VV(u(:E,t)) - DAu('.'r,t) (39)

It follows that

d
5mm» 3 kuw» - flaw» < -m (40)

for every it 6 fl such that u(i,t) E alto.
Consequently, V(u(:i, t+h) < ro—nh. By continuity, this holds for all z in a neighborhood

of it. If X = {z : u(:r, t) 6 81/70} then K is compact, and by what we have just shown, there
is an open set U D K such that z E U and 11 small, implies

V(u(1,i+ h)) S V(U(IJ)) — Wk (41)

If z¢U, then u(:r,t) is interior to Vm, so there is a compact set Q C Vm, and ho > 0 such
that u(x,t + h) E Q if |h| < kg for all 1. Thus, for sufficiently small h,

'

V(u(z,t + h)) 3 To — 11h, V: E Q (42)

Therefore, if va = sup{V,°(u(:r,t)) : z e Q}, we have that

Fv,o(u(',t + h) — mow) S _n (43)lim— sup
h—>0 h

Proceeding as in Section 2, we have that (1) has a global attractor. It remains to prove
that B is a diffusion independent invariant set for (1).

To prove that B is a diffusion independent invariant set for (1), suppose that no 6 AD,
then if To > b is as before, we have that for all 1 6 Q and no 6 AD, V(u(:r,t)) S —n.
Therefore u(h,:c,uo) E V, for some 7 < To, for all z E Q and for all no 6 AD. This
contradicts the the definition of To. Therefore B is a diffusion invariant set for (1) and the
proof is completed.

Note that the set 000V, contains the range of every function in AD independently of
D. An estimate of this type has been obtained for systems satisfying (5) in Carvalho and
Ruas—Filho [1993].

Corollary 7 If the hypothesis of Theorem (6) are satisfied and A0 = fl{,>o}VT. Then, A0
is a image invariant attractorfor the problem (1).

Corollary 8 Let V : IR —> IR be the function
142 u‘

V(u) = ——2- + T' (44)

Then, V is a convex function for In] > 3‘§ and {V., : 1' > 0} is a complete family of
contracting sets for (32). Furthermore, A0 = [—1,1] is a image invariant attractor for the
problem (32), e Z 0.
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5.1. A Problem Arising from Thin Domains Problems

Consider the following system of parabolic partial differential equations

gig = DAu—ziu+f(u), in a,

93:0, in an.

whereu=(u,,u2,---,uN)T,N21,D=diag(d1,---,dn), d,>0, lSiSNandthe
nonlinearity f := (g(u1), - - ~ ,g(u,,))T JR" —+ IR“, where g : IR -—> IR is assumed to be a
C1 function satisfying

(45>

sg(s) < 0 V3 6 IR, 3 ¢ [5,6], 1S i S N. - (46)

The matrix A is taken as fl = M"B where M = diag(L1, - --,LN ), with O S L,- S 1 for
1 S i S N, 2,1, L,- = 1 and B be is the tridiagonal symmetric matrix

'

-
m1 T1 0 0 0 ' ' ' 0 0
r] m2 T2 0 0 0 0
0 T2 m3 T3 0 ' ' ' 0 0
0 0 T3 m4 T4 ° ' ' 0 O

B = s z s (47)
O 0 0 0
0 0 0 TN _3 mx ._2 TN _2 0
0 0 O 0 TN ._2 WIN _1 TN ._1

0 0 0 0 0 rN_1 mN
_

where
a am, = 7122. + ph+ax(1-p ’

m _ “N “N +10
N — 71: + 01N+1+0N+1(1—0)’

_.2L M — ... _m1, —— 2“ + 21k“, k —2, ,N 1,

t‘k=_-°J ’ k=1,...,N_lc21k.”

and a], > 0, I), > 0 for 1 S k S N + 1. This problem arises as a limiting problem for
reaction diffusion equations in thin domains around a point (see Hale and Raugel[1992],
Carvalho[1992] and Carvalho and Oliveira[1992], for more details on how these systems
appear and Carvalho and Ruas-Filho [1993] for existence of attractors in X °’ and uniform
estimates on the attractor).

We prove the existence of attractor and the existence of a diffusion independent attractor
for the problem (45) applying the results of Section 5.
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Let
1 “1

W“) = ngu,“) — ZLJO g(8)d8- (48)

Then, the following holds

Corollary 9 If the function g satisfy (7) and if there is a bounded set B such that ll —

diag(g’(u1),---,g'(u,,)) ispositive definite for u¢B and VV(u1, - - - ,u,,) 96 0foru¢B. Then,
V is convex outside B and {V : T > b} is a complete family of oontmcting sets, where
b = inf{r > 0 : V, D B}. Furthermore, Vb contains a diffusion independent attractor for
(45), D 2 0.

Next we consider a particular case of the above problem for which we can better describe
the results. Let p and q be to positive parameters and consider the parabolic problem

231?“ = dlAul — P(u1 — 142) + “1 — "i
(49)

Q? = dzAUg + Q(U1 — 112) + 112 — Hg.

and the associated system of ordinary differential equations

it] = —p(u1 '— in) + U] — u?
(50)

122 = q(u1— U2) + u; — 113.

It is easy to see that if p 94 q, the system (50) is not gradient. However, the function

1 1 1 1 1
V(u) = §(Bu,u) -— 5213+ IE“: — 5113+ Eng. (51)

where
1 1

B = (_1 1 ) (52)

is such that f
%1(u1’u2)= —%("P(U1 ‘- U2) + "1 — u?)

éfi‘ifi‘huzl = “$4011 — U2) + 112 — Ni)

and
§;(::)=—(5 DW

This shows that the problem (50) has gradient structure an since all the equilibrium
points are hyperbolic, its attractor must consist of the union of the unstable manifolds of the
equilibrium points. Thus any bifurcation that may occur can only be a static bifurcation;
that is, a bifurcation of equilibrium points.
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Next, we proceed to describe the static bifurcations of this problem. For this purpose we
must consider the solutions of the following equations

0 = —p(U1 — 112) + U] — 11:13 (55)

0 = q(u1— 142) + “2 — us. (56)

Subtracting these two equation, we obtain

(“1 “u2)(1 — (P+¢I)— (ui+"1u2+“§)) = 0 (57)

and if u; # 112 it becomes

l—(p+q)=uf+u1u2+u§20. (58)

Thus, if p + q 2 1, the only equilibrium points of the problem (50) must satisfy u] = (12

and therefore, they are
(_17—1)a (1,1), (0,0) (59)

On the other hand, if 0 S p + q < 1 and p 96 0, we have from (55) that

l __ _ 2

U2 = —————u](: ul)
(60)

and substituting this value into (58), we obtain

ui(1‘P_“i) + “1(1-P—“1l2
1 — p + q = U2 — 61< >

1

>

1, pg
< t

by making u? = 1, we above equation reduces to

:r(1—p—:r) sc(1-—p—ar)2
1 — (p + q) = I _ + 3 62

p 102
( )

which is a cubic polynomial and, therefore, its roots can be found explicitly as functions of
p and q.

We proceed to solve the above equation. Firstly, let’s make a change of coordinates that
simplify equation (62). If 1 — p —- z = t, it becomes

ts—t2+pt—p2q=0 (63)

By making y = t — i we obtain that
y3+31y+2m=0 (54)
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One root of this equation is given by

y1=(—m+m)§+(—m-m)§. (65)

Dividing the equation (64) by (y — y], ) we obtain

y2+yiy+(y?+31)=0, (66)

and solving equation (66) we obtain the remaining roots of (64). These roots are given by

_ j_m+m)é_(-m-J5_Tz+m it
3/23 — 2

(67)

ifiJ-u-Mmfi-(m-mfip
2

Observe that y] is real whatever he the sign of 13 + m2
13 + m2 S 0.

Note yet that :r = g — p — y and that we only have real roots for (55) and (56) if x 2 0,
since u? = z.

. And y2'3 are real only when

We now proceed to analyse the situations when this occur. Suppose that, 13 + m2 S 0.

Then,
y1=(—m + iV—P — m2)"3L + (—m — i\/-F*_—rfi)i1L

(53)
= 2v-1c030

and
y2,3 = ——\/—1 (cos 0 :t fisen 0) (69)

where 0 = §arccos fig, 0 E (—§,§.
i

1

Thus,

11 = g—p—2 é(%—p)c030
(70)

123, = % —p+ “a —p)(cosfl:l: fisenfl)

and 1:1, 1:2, 173 are nonnegative, since cos 0 :l: fisen 0 5 2, for all 0 and for p 5 %, we have
that

cup-

11 2
—2 §(§—P)+§—P.>.0- (71)
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figure 2

This implies that the problem (50) has nine equilibrium points in the region given by
13 + m2 5 0. That is,

1 p+q m p’q22 __ _____ __ <_(
108 27 6+ 4 L0 (72)

This region in the first quadrant of the plane is shown in 01, figure 2.

Next we COHSidef the case when 13 +m2 > 0. In this case, it is clear that y] 6 IR, Whereas
3123 ¢ IR. Furthermore,

2 /11=§—p_(_m+vls+m2)%—(—m_ I3+m2)%20 (73)

is equivalent to p+ q S 1 and the region where I3 +m2 > O and z, 2 0 is shown in 02, figure
2.

This region corresponds to the region in space of parameters Where the problem (50) has
five equilibrium points.

If p + q 2 1, as remarked before, the system (50) has only three equilibrium points;
namely, (0,0), (—1,—1) and (1,1).

We conlude that there are two bifurcation curves in the space of parameters dividing the
first quadrant into three regions, 01, 02 and 03, where no bifiurcation occurs. v

In figure 3

we see, for each of these regions, the pictures corresponding to the attractor for (50).
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a)0<p=q<% b)%SP=q<% C)(p,q)€01,p<q

d) (p,q)€0x, p>q 6) (10,0602, p>q f) (10,9)602, p<q

figure3

We need to decide when V : m2 —> IR is a. convex function and when it determines
a complete family of contracting sets. For simplicity, we assume that p = q = a. Let us
compute the second derivative of V. Note that

_ (a — 1)u1 — an; +14?VV(u1,u2) - < (a —1)U2 — aul + 112 (74)

and

_ 2 _d2V(u1,u2) = (a 1+3u1 a ) (75)
—a- a—1+3u§
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Thus, the eigenvalues of d7V(u,,u2) are given by

2(o-—1)+(I+m):t (l—m)7+4a7
Am =

2 , (76)

where I = 3a? and m = 3u§.

Assume that a > 1 then, Am are nonnegative whenever |(u1,u2)| _>_ 34221). Thus,
under this condition, JJV (111,112) is positive definite and V is convex. Observe that if a S 1

V is never convex in the outside of a bounded set.

Note that (45) can be rewritten as

if? = Au - diag(L,-1,- - -,L;’)VV(u), in 9,

%=0, man.

In the case of (50) the system is gradient and, therefore, V” T > 0 is always a contracting
set for (50). It is easy to see that {V.,, ‘r > 0} is a complete family of contracting sets. These
contracting sets are convex whenever V7 contains the ball of radius r = h—‘1 around

301—1)
(0,0)-

(77)

Corollary 10 The set

A = n{V, : r > 0, V, 3 B,(0,0)} m [4,1]2

is a difl'usion independent attractor for (50).

We observe that for a 2 1/2 the only possible equilibrium points must satisfy u] = n;
which implies that the only equilibrium points are (0,0), (1,1) and (-1,-1). Note that as the
parameter a varies from zero to 1/2 we observe a bifurcation at a = 1/3 where four roots
cease to exist and a bifurcation as a = 1/2 where two roots cease to exist and there is no
bifurcation for a > 1/2. All the bifurcations are pitchfork bifurcations.

If p 95 q the same bifurcation patern is observed when going from region 01 to 02 and
finally to 03, except that all the bifurcations now are saddle node bifurcations.
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Consider the problem

iii: (Au + g(u) :r 6 Q.
(78)11:0 IEQ.

Note that, for any a, there are many possible equilibrium points for (50). Among them,
there are those that satisfy u1(:r) = u2(:r) for all a: E 9. Thus, any such equilibrium point is
such that u] is an equilibrium point for (78) with e = d] and u; is an equilibrim point for (78)
with e = dz. If we make dl = dz = e and n = 1 we know that if e is viewed as a parameter,
there is a sequence of bifurcations of the equilibrium point u = 0 when the parameter
approachs zero. These bifurcations are pichfork bifurcation and all the equilibrium points
that bifurcate from zero are unstable (see, Chafee and Infante [1974]). Also, the attractor
for (32) is embedded into the attractor for (50, the image invariant attractor for (32) is
[—1,1], and its embedding into the diffusion independent attractor for (50) with d] = dz = e
is the set {(s,s) : 3 6 [—1,l]}. Thus the dynamics for (50) with d] = dz = e is at least as
complicated as the dynamics for (32). We would like to be able to say that the dynamics in
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the attractor of (50) and the dynamics in the attractor of (32) coincide when c = d, = d;
for a 2 g. This could be accomplished by proving that (50) with d, = dz = t has an image
invariant attractor which coincides with {(s,s) : 3 6 [-1,1]}. So far. we have not been able
to prove that, not even for the case n = 1.

Note that for 0 S a S é we have that the diffusion independent attractor for (50),
d1,d2 _>_ 0 is contained in [—1, H2. If § 2 a, the problem (50) has a diffusion independent
attractor contained in the intersection of the set contained in the level curve of V that is

tangent to the circle of radius JE and the square [——1,l]2. A few visualizations of these
regions can be seen in figure 4.

5.2. Examples
5.2.1. Image Independent Attractors in Superconductivity o_f Liquids

Consider following problem

%% = DAu +(1—Iul’)f(u)
(79)

where f := (f1,-- - ,fN) is a locally Lipschitz function satisfying and fg(u)u,- > 0, u; 94 0,
1 S i S N and D = d], d > 0. Define V(u) = M2 — 1. Then. V is a convex function
and it is easy to see that VT = {v 6 IR“ : V(v) < T} is a contracting set for every 1- > 0.
Furthermore, {V,, T > 0} is a complete family of contracting sets.

It follows from the previous results that A0 = {u E IR“ : [u] S 1} is a diffusion
independent attractor for (79).

Note results obtained for this example can not be obtained by using the results in Car-
valho and Ruas-Filho [1993] (not even the existence of a global attractor) since the above
nonlinearity does not, necessarily, satisfy (5).

5.2.2. Image Independent Attractors in Lotkn-Volterra Models for Two Compet-
ing Species

Consider the following Lotka-Volterra Model in X" x X ° for two species competing for
the same food source, with each species having logistic growth in the absence of the other
and taking into account the diffusion.
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= dlAnl + T1"1(1- km "1 — kl: 712)

sets"

at?

= dgAng + T2 772 (l — kg] 711 — km 712) (80)

where n], n, represent the populations concentrations, d], dz are the diffusion coefficients,
r1, T2 are the linear birth rates and kgj are positive coeficients which are inversely propor-
tional to the carrying capacity of species j , kij also takes into account competition effects
between the species. These parameters are all positive and the variables u, v are non-
negative.

The ordinary differential equation bellow

12 = u(1— u —av) = f1(u,v)
(31)

1“ = pv(l — v — bu): f2(u,v),
is associated with the restriction of the above problem to the subspace of constant functions
in the phase space X ° x X" by the following change of variables u = knnl, v = kggng,
by renaming the constants and reescaling time. If we also reescale the space variable, the
problem (80) becomes

=d1Au+u(l —u—av)611
Ht—

%§—=d2Av+pv(1—v—bu) (82)

au
5? zggfi

The equilibrium points associated to (81) are

(83)

The last of these equilibrium points is only of relevance if each of the coordinates are
nonnegative.

There are four distinct possibilities as a and b vary, figure 5 bellow shows the dynamics
in each of these cases.
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figure 5

Case (0) corresponds to a < 1 and b < 1 and in this case there is only one stable
equilibrium point, namely

(
l — a 1 — b

1 — a b’ 1 — a b

which represents coexistence of the two species. Case (b) corresponds to a > 1 and b > 1

and in this case there are two stable equilibrium points, (1,0), (0,1) which means that
either species may survive depending on which region of attraction the initial data is (the
equilibrium point that represents coexistence is unstable having a one dimensional stable
manifold, which is a set of measure zero in the phase space). Case (c) corresponds to a < 1

and b > 1 and in this case thare is only one stable equilibrium point, namely (1.0) which
means that only species 1 will survive. Finally, case (d) corresponds to a > 1 and b < 1

and in this case the only stable equilibrium point is (0,1), meaning that only species 2 will
survive. For a more detailed analysis of these cases see Murray [1989].

),

In what follows we construct a complete family of convex contracting set for the problem
(80). First note that

fi(u1v) “i < 0, V'Uil > 1.

Therefore, the problem (82) has a global attractor A with the following property

u(a:) 6 [0,1] x [0, 1], Va 6 AV: 6 n.

In some particular cases we can obtain better information than the provided above. Consider
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the particular case of (a) when p = 1. Let

SIT: (U1)E(m+)2217+b’l’<T+l,T>C1}
(81)

$3 = {(u,v) E (lR‘l)2 : u +av < T+ 1, T > 62}

(—a)2 _b2Where C] : 4—Zbalb—b—a
b2 and C2 = 4—21 li—a—az’b'

Next we prove that, for i = 1,2, the family {E'T : T > Ci}, is a complete family of convex
contracting sets. It only remains to prove that (f1,f2) - 5 < 0 on OS, for T > c,- (77 is the
outward normal to E'T). In fact, on {(u,v) 6 (111+)2 : T + 1 — v — bu = 0}, we have that
it = (b, 1) and

b(1—a)2 b(1 —a)2
(u(1—u —av),v(1—v — bull ' (M) 2 47+ 1) (T (I _ 4(1—dbl) + 4(1—06>) < 0

if T > cl. Similarly, on {(u,v) 6 (111+)2 : T +1 — u — a v = 0}, we have that

(f1(u,v),f2(u,v)) - ii = (u(l — u — av),v(1— v — bv)) - (1,a) < 0

HT >cz.
It follows from the results in Sections 2 and 3 that the (80) has a global attractor A in

X° and that it satisfies
u(1‘) E 22] D E2 Vu € A, Vsr E Q. (85)C2’

This region is seen in figure 6.

(144.0)

(nun-H-—— >—

i a} '

Lab
figure 6
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5.2.3. Predation-Mediated Coexistence

We now consider a mathematical model for the coexistence of two competing species
mediated by the presence of a predator. The model we consider is a reaction-diffusion
equation with Lotka—Volterra interaction (see, for example, Ikeda and Mimura [1993]); that
is,

dlAu1+fllulvu271’)ulQt”
~4..

Q N

t
‘—‘ dzAuz + f2(U1a U2a¢’)“2°’L°’

(86)

% = DAU+g(U1,U2,U)U

all _ 611 _ av _a? — 7973 — an — 0-

with
_f1(u1,u2,v) = 111— b1u1_ Cruz — kil’

f2(U1,U2aU) = a2 - C2U1 — b2U2 — kzl’ (87)

9(U1auzfl’l = —7’ + 011131111 + Ozkz’uz,

where u] , 112 and v are respectively the spatial average densities of two competing species and
their predator. These variables are, therefore, nonegative. The constants a,-, b,-, Ci, k;,o,,d,~,
i = 1,2 , D and r are all positive constants.

It is claimed in Ikeda and Mimura [1993], that if d1,d2 and D are large then the dynamics
of (86) can be told by the dynamics of the ordinary differential equation

= fllulell2-l')ul

QLQ

QE-

= f2(U17U2,U)112 (88)

$5) = g(u1, u2,v)v.

This can be obtained using the results in Carvalho [1992], if we obtain an apriori estimate
on the size of the attractor for (86), independently of the size of D,d1,d2. To do that we
must first guarantee the existence of global attractors for (86) and then obtain such apriori
estimates. This will be done by employing the results of this Section.

Once some apriori bounds are known, the results of Carvalho [1992] say that the asymp-
totic dynamics of (86) is the same as the dynamics of (88); that is, the attractors for (86)
and (88) coincide.
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Our first task is to prove that the problem (86) defines a local dynamical system in
Y := {(¢,,¢2,¢) E X" :(¢,(z),¢2(z),¢(z)) E (m+)3, V: E 9}. This follows from Theorem
2 in Section 2. and from the fact that Y is embedded in L°°(Q,(IR+)3).

Let’s proceed to find a complete family of convex contracting sets for the problem (86).

Theorem 11 Let V : (IR'i)3 -> IR be the function defined by V(u1,u2,v) = 3,5 + 325 + 61),

when
_ 2r

02k] + a 31:2
then, V is convex. Fhr'thermone, 1'fo := {(u1,u2,v) G (lR'l')3 : V(u1,u2,v) < T}, we have
that {Vfi'r 2 T} is a complete family of contracting sets, where T is a. large positive number.

6-

Proof. It is clear that V is a convex function and we only have to prove that {14,7 2 T}
is a complete family of contracting sets.

Let
(“1 " bill], “01112 — kW)";

F(u1,u2,v) := (a; —- c2u1,—b2u2 — kgv)u2 (89)
(—T + 01 klul + 02k2U2)t‘

Thus, for (u1,u2,v) E (It"’ )3, we have that

VV(u1,u2,vv) F(u1,u2, v)< 01111—51111 +agu2— 62112 + h(u1 u2)v, (90)

where
h(U1,U2) I: a1k16u1+ 02152602 — kluf — kgug — 5T. (91)

It is easy to see that h is bounded from above and that its maximum is attained at"
(u1,u2)_— "‘2L6', -§-). Furthermore, its maximum value15— L25.

Thus, we have that

51"
VV(u1,u2.,vv~) F(u1,uz,v)_< alul— blul + a2u2— bgug — 71? (92)

Next, it is also easy to see that
1

alul— 11,111 + 02112—62112 _ —§ (bluf + 62113) + C, (93)

where
1 3 3

= _ fl ‘2C
3 (b? + e)‘

This implies that
1 6

VV(u1,u2,v) ' F(ul,u2s v) S _§(b1uii+ 172112) _ 2211] + C (94)

1 L

and VV - F < 0 whenever umx{u1,u2,v} > 1112134653?)8 , (%)’ , ”SC—r
_
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And the proof is completed by choosing T such that V, contains the ball of radius

30 t 30 t 203-2mudzfl,(g),zfl. (%)

for any 7 _>_ T.
The results in this section now imply that the problem (86) has a global attractor A in

X" which satisfy
u(x) E DTZTVT, V1 6 Q, Va 6 A ' (96)

Conjecture 1 Suppose (6) has global attmctoer. Assume that A0 is a convex set. then the
hypotheses of Theorem (6) are satisfied and therefore, the problem (I) has a global attractor
in X".

Conjecture 2 Suppose (6) has a global attractor A0 then the problem (I) has a global at-
tractor in X°.

6. Earther Comments

Let us now consider the following problem. Let f : IRN —> IR.N be a C1 vector field.
Then the Phase Space for the ordinary differential equation

a = f(u) (97)

is IRN and we may consider the phase portrait of the flow.
Let SN = {(a‘1,---,2:NH) E IRN“ : 13+ "-+1': +1:

T leN —> SN \{(0,-- - ,0,1)} defined by
i“ = 1}. And consider the map

T
211; 1<<N U§+"'+Ui—1

98(u)’_x’_u§+---+u§+1’ _1_ final—m ()
Then, T is invertible and its inverse is given by

u,-=
1‘ ,15z’§N+1. (99)

l—a:Ml

To the phase portrait of (97) we associate its image in SN \{(0, - - ~ ,0, 1)}.
Next we consider the problem of defining a vector field in SN \{(0, - - - , 0,1)} which reflects

the vector field f. “7c do this in the following way. Consider u(t, uo) a solution of (97) with
initial data no 6 IR“ . Then flag) = %u(t,uo)| and we can associate to f(u0) the vector

DT(uo)f(uo) in the tangent bundle of SN\{(0,-t7c:,0,1)}, which corresponds to

DT(uo)f(uo) = %T(u(ta“0))|mo (100)
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Observe that if the N + 1"h coordinate of DT (uo) f (no) is negative in a neighborhood of the
north pole minus the north pole. Then, there is an eventually convex function V : IR“ —o IR
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6. Of course, it may happens that the conditions of
Theorem 6 are satisfied and above condition is not. This condition can be writen as

(uli°"’un)°f(ula”'yun)<0 (101)

outside a large ball around the origin.
It is easy to see that there are many examples for which this condition can be verified.
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